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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Wrist disorders are common in force demanding industrial repetitive work. Visual assessment of force
demands have a low reliability, instead surface electromyography (EMG) may be used as part of a risk assessment for workrelated wrist disorders. For normalization of EMG recordings, a power grip (hand grip) is often used as maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC) of the forearm extensor muscles. However, the test-retest reproducibility is poor and EMG amplitudes
exceeding 100% have occasionally been recorded during work. An alternative MVC is resisted wrist extension, which may
be more reliable.
OBJECTIVE: To compare hand grip and resisted wrist extension MVCs, in terms of amplitude and reproducibility, and to
examine the effect of electrode positioning.
METHODS: Twelve subjects participated. EMG from right forearm extensors, from four electrode pairs, was recorded
during MVCs, on three separate occasions.
RESULTS: The group mean EMG amplitudes for resisted wrist extension were 1.2–1.7 times greater than those for hand
grip. Resisted wrist extension showed better reproducibility than hand grip.
CONCLUSIONS: The results indicate that the use of resisted wrist extension is a more accurate measurement of maximal
effort of wrist extensor contractions than using hand grip and should increase the precision in EMG recordings from forearm
extensor muscles, which in turn will increase the quality of risk assessments that are based on these.
Keywords: Technical risk assessment, electromyography, normalization, resisted wrist extension, hand grip
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1. Introduction
Many occupations require excessive and/or prolonged muscular load, which in combination with
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repetitive work, may result in a high frequency of
work-related wrist disorders [1–3]. The frequency
is especially high for females in the assembly
industry, and therefore, interventions in the physical work stations and in work organisations are
needed, to decrease the risk for development of musculoskeletal disorders. The interventions are based
on risk assessments, and it is important that the
assessments are valid and reliable. Many observational risk assessment methods have been developed
[4, 5]. However, visual assessments, as well as selfassessments of force and/or exertion intensity often
show a low reliability [4]. It has been recommended
that technical measurements should replace visual
assessments when feasible [6], and surface electromyography (EMG) is a technical method that
could be used to obtain quantitative measures of
the forces exerted by the hand. One example of
an observation method where the force assessment
component can be replaced, is the ACGIH threshold limit value (TLV) for hand activity level [7]. The
ACGIH hand activity level includes levels of force
and repetitiveness (used to assess the risk of developing disorders in the hand, wrist or forearm), and EMG
has been suggested for reliability reasons to determine the peak force when assessing the hand activity
level, to be compared with the TLV in hand intense
work. Furthermore, a direct association between the
amplitude of muscular activity from EMG measures
and pain has been demonstrated in several studies
[3, 8–10]. Moreover, a low frequency of so called
EMG gaps (short time periods with muscular rest)
and/or a small time proportion with muscular rest,
are associated with work-related musculoskeletal
complaints [8, 11, 12].
The amplitude of EMG recordings differs between
and within subjects carrying out the same working
task [13, 14]. The difference between subjects may
depend on technique, strength and skinfold thickness
[15]. Therefore, large differences are seen between
male and female workers performing the same working tasks [16, 17]. The difference in measurements
made on one subject from one day to the next may also
be influenced by the reproducibility of the electrode
positioning, especially if the electrodes are positioned
close to the innervation zone. Furthermore, to enable
comparison of the muscular activity between subjects, EMG recordings are generally normalized to
a reference contraction [18, 19]. Reference contractions can be obtained in a variety of postures and
at different loads, e.g. maximal voluntary isometric
contraction (MVC). The highest electrical activity

obtained during the MVC is generally referred to
as the maximal voluntary electrical activity (MVE)
and the muscular load during work is then expressed
as a percentage of the MVE. Work is often carried
out in a variety of arm postures at different loads,
and it is desirable that the reference contraction and
the electrode position are appropriate during all these
conditions.
Variation may be observed in the reference contraction of an individual when measured on different
days. In fact, when evaluating the reproducibility of
EMG measurements in a laboratory setting, we found
that the muscular activity during work, expressed as
%MVE in the right forearm extensors (Mm. extensor carpi radialis (longus et brevis); ECR), showed
a high intra-individual coefficient of variation of
about 33%. The corresponding variation in nonnormalized data was 16%. For MVE during the
contractions themselves, the coefficient of variation
was 29% [14]. Thus, normalization itself introduces
a variation.
Although the resisted wrist extension may be the
most obvious manner to activate the extensor muscles, many research groups, including ours, elicit
the MVC of the forearm muscles with a power grip
(here referred to as the hand grip) in a mid-pronated
(i.e. neutral) forearm posture [20–22]. This grip can
be used for simultaneous MVCs for both the flexor
and the extensor muscles. However, we occasionally see higher EMG amplitudes during industrial
work than those obtained during the MVC performed
with the maximum hand grip. We also see higher
EMG amplitudes for some subjects when they perform a maximal active range of motion of the wrist
in flexion-extension (maximal wrist extension) compared to when performing the MVC with the hand
grip. These observations indicate that the muscles are
not always fully activated during the reference contraction. Also the resisted wrist extension has been
used as reference contraction for normalizing the
forearm extensor muscle activity [17, 23–25]. However, we have considered this contraction to be more
inconvenient to perform in work place recordings
than the hand grip. Thus, there is clearly a need to
re-evaluate the reference contractions.
Additionally, in some professions, such as dental
hygienists [26, 27], a high force pinch grip is frequent.
The impact of pinch grip on EMG from the forearm
extensors has been discussed [28]. It would therefore
be interesting to register both maximal wrist extension and pinch grip, when using the resisted wrist
extension and the hand grip for normalization.
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The effect of electrode positioning on EMG amplitude is also significant. If a pair of electrodes is
placed symmetrically above the innervation zone, the
recorded amplitude will be reduced, and will also be
sensitive to small movements of the skin [29, 30]. To
improve our knowledge on the location of the innervation zone, it would be interesting to find the motor
point, i.e. the point where the nerve enters into the
muscle, as this presumably is proximal to the innervation zone.
The aim of this study was to compare the amplitude and reproducibility of two different methods of
measuring MVCs of the forearm extensors, and to
examine the effect of electrode positioning on recordings of forearm extensor muscle activity.

2. Methods
2.1. Study design and subjects
Twelve right-handed employees at our department, six women and six men, without ongoing
upper extremity complaints, participated in the study
(Table 1). The electrical activity of the right forearm
extensors was recorded on three separate occasions,
at least seven days apart. On each occasion, three
MVCs of two different types of contraction (the hand
grip and the resisted wrist extension), and three maximal activations of two different types (pinch grip
and maximal wrist extension), were performed, each
followed by a short rest of about half a minute. The
instructor actively encouraged the subject to perform
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at their best and they were asked to sustain the
maximum contraction/activation for about 5 seconds.
The subject was seated and body movements were
controlled during each test.
All participants were colleagues at our research
division, and were informed about the study according to the Declaration of Helsinki. They were
informed verbally about the procedures, that participation was voluntary and that they were free to
discontinue at any time without explanation. They all
gave their verbal consent.
2.2. Electromyography
Mm. extensor carpi radialis longus et brevis (ECR)
were located, in the same way as we do in our work
place recordings, in the right forearm by palpation,
while the subject performed a voluntary contraction
with the forearm pronated. The skin was cleansed
with acetone and rubbed with emery cloth. Two
Ag/AgCl electrodes (Ambu Neuroline 720, Ambu
A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) were applied along the muscle fibres, on the skin above the most prominent part
of the muscles, i.e. at approximately one third of
the distance from the epicondylus lateralis humeri
to the processus styloideus ulnae [14]. Three additional electrodes were applied, two proximally to the
original pair, and one distally, as shown in Fig. 1.
This arrangement of five electrodes (numbered 1 to
5 starting from the elbow) allowed measurements
to be made from four pairs of electrodes, labelled
A to D in Fig. 1. The active diameter of the electrodes
was 6 mm, and the centre-to-centre distance 20 mm.

Table 1
Characteristics of the six female (F) and six male (M) subjects, their skinfold thickness and maximal exerted force for the two maximal
voluntary contractions (MVCs) and one of the two maximal activations, presented as the mean and standard deviation (SD) of
measurements made on three occasions
Subject

Sex

Age (year)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Skinfold
thickness (mm)

Mean (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

43
66
53
46
34
50
57
31
61
55
37
58

168
160
153
166
167
165
169
173
171
178
185
194

61
63
51
71
60
57
72
62
81
73
74
90

8.9 (0.6)
7.1 (0.1)
9.0 (0.3)
7.9 (0.3)
5.6 (0.4)
4.4 (0.2)
4.7 (0.4)
3.1 (0.1)
4.0 (0.3)
5.5 (0.2)
4.1 (0.1)
5.0 (0.2)

Force (N)
Contraction (MVC)
Resisted wrist
Hand grip
extension
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
78 (2.5)
48 (6.0)
64 (3.1)
82 (4.9)
89 (2.1)
57 (4.9)
114 (4.9)
112 (3.2)
121 (4.4)
112 (1.7)
137 (8.1)
104 (7.4)

337 (15)
262 (15)
275 (0)
422 (0)
405 (25)
373 (26)
464 (12)
405 (25)
520 (10)
493 (6)
510 (20)
582 (54)

Activation
Pinch grip
Mean (SD)
108 (6.2)
75 (6.0)
66 (5.8)
95 (7.6)
71 (2.9)
86 (2.5)
106 (5.8)
110 (4.6)
83 (4.0)
110 (4.6)
135 (0.0)
117 (8.5)
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Fig. 1. Electrode positioning on the right forearm extensor muscles. The electrodes are numbered 1 to 5 starting at the elbow.
The large blue electrode is the ground electrode. The signals were
measured between pairs of electrodes (A-D).

The impedance was measured for each pair, and if the
value was >15 k, the electrodes were removed and
replaced after repeated skin cleansing. The ground
electrode was placed on the inside of the distal part
of the upper arm.
After performance of the MVCs/activations
described below, the positions of the electrodes were
marked on the forearm with a felt-tip pen before
they were removed. A line was drawn between the
epicondylus lateralis humeri and the processus styloideus radii, and the shortest perpendicular distance
between this line and each electrode was drawn. The
distance from the epicondyle to the projection of
each electrode on the line was measured, as was the
distance between the epicondyle and the styloid.
The signals were amplified, filtered (10–400 Hz)
and sampled at a rate of 1024 Hz, and stored on
portable data loggers (Logger Teknologi HB, Åkarp,
Sweden) using exchangeable flash-memory cards
[31]. After collection, the data were transferred to
a computer for quality assurance and analysis. The
signal was band-pass (30–400 Hz) and notch filtered,
i.e. 50 Hz and all harmonics. The root-mean-square
value was calculated for epochs of 0.125 s, and the
noise was subtracted in a power sense [32]. A moving window with a width of 0.5 s was used to find
the highest EMG activity recorded during the three
contractions and the three activations, for each kind
of contraction and activation [32, 33].
2.3. Maximal voluntary contractions
2.3.1. Resisted wrist extension
The subject was seated with a backrest, with the
upper arm close to the body, the elbow flexed and the
forearm pronated and supported on a table, adjusted

to a comfortable height. The hand was inserted into
a glove that was attached to a sheet of plywood on
the dorsal side of the glove. The middle finger of the
glove went through a metal ring that was mounted on
the underside of the plywood. A non-flexible strap
went through the ring, which was attached to a force
transducer on the floor. The hand was outside the
table while the wrist was supported on the table
(Fig. 2). The subject was asked to attempt to perform a maximal extension of the wrist, while the wrist
remained in the neutral position, and care was taken to
ensure that the sheet of plywood remained horizontal
when the wrist extensors were maximally activated
(Table 1).
2.3.2. Hand grip
The subject performed a maximal isometric grip
around a Jamar hand dynamometer (Sammons Preston, Bolingbrook, IL, USA) while seated with a
backrest, with the right upper arm close to the body,
with the elbow flexed at 90◦ holding the forearm and
hand without support, in a neutral position (Table 1,
Fig. 2).
2.4. Maximal activations
For the pinch grip, the subject was seated with
the arm unsupported and somewhat forward flexed at
the shoulder, with the elbow flexed to approximately
90◦ , holding the forearm in a neutral position. The
wrist was in a functional position (0–30◦ extension,
0–15◦ ulnar deviation, Fig. 2). The examiner handed
a pinch dynamometer (North Coast Medical, Gilroy,
CA, USA) to the subject who was instructed to grip
it by the thumb and the second and third fingers, and
press as hard as possible (Table 1).
For the maximal wrist extension, the subject was
seated with the elbow supported by the table, flexed
at 90◦ (forearm pronated and approximately 45◦
upwards). The wrist was at maximal dorsal flexion,
and the subject was instructed to continue to extend
the wrist as much as possible (Fig. 2).
2.5. Detection of the motor point
The motor point was detected using a transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator (TENS, CEFAR
Medical AB, Lund, Sweden). A carbon rubber electrode, 50 × 30 mm, was placed on the muscles on the
flexor side of the forearm, and fixed with Mefix®
(Mölnlycke Health Care AB, Gothenburg, Sweden).
The extensor side was shaved, and covered with
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Fig. 2. The maximal voluntary contractions and maximal activations.

electrode gel. A smaller carbon rubber electrode
(18 mm in diameter) was held in place on the skin over
the muscle belly. The TENS was set to low-frequency
stimulation, generating constant current trains of
8 square pulses with a repetition rate of 1.7 Hz. The
amplitude was slowly increased while the electrode
was slid up and down, as well as sideways, along the
full length of the muscle. The point at which repeated
extension of the index and/or the middle finger was
observed at the lowest electrical stimulation was identified as the motor point. This point was marked, and
the distance to the epicondyle was measured. Finally,
the markings on the arm were photographed to allow
subsequent quality checks.
2.6. Skinfold thickness
The thickness of the subcutaneous tissue was
measured at the area between the electrodes forming pair C, using a skinfold calliper (Harpenden,
British Indicators, West Sussex, UK), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

2.7. Data analysis
The quality review of the collected data revealed
no anomalies, and all the data were analysed. Calculations were performed separately for each pair
of electrodes and each type of MVC and maximal
activation. After inspecting the data and finding it
reasonable, the mean EMG amplitude (V) across
occasions was calculated for each subject, as well as
the group mean of these means.
The standard deviation and the coefficient of variation (CV: standard deviation/ mean) for the MVCs
were calculated for each subject for the three different
occasions. We then calculated the group mean of the
CVs. To derive a combined measure of goodness, i.e.
the combination of high amplitude and low CV, the
ratio between the group mean EMG amplitude and the
group mean CV (group EMGamp /CV) was calculated.
The effect of type of MVC on the EMG amplitude was calculated using a linear mixed regression
model, with a random intercept for each individual
and with MVC and occasion included as fixed factors.
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A p-value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant. To investigate the retest correlation for the
two different MVCs, the intra class correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated from the linear mixed
regression models fitted for each type of MVC separately. Values above 0.6 were considered good or
excellent [34], indicating a low between-days variation within subjects. The MVC with the highest group
mean EMG amplitude was selected. For each subject,
the mean EMG amplitudes for the other MVC and
the maximal activations were normalized to this, and
expressed as %MVE. Then, the group mean EMG
amplitudes for the maximal activations were normalized to both the resisted wrist extension and the hand
grip, and expressed as %MVE. IBM SPSS Statistics
Version 22.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for
the statistical analyses.

sion and 4% for the hand grip (derived from Table 1).
The highest group EMGamp /CV ratio (the combined
measure of goodness) over the three occasions was
derived for the resisted wrist extension in all electrode
pairs. Concerning the reliability, in terms of ICC, values above 0.6 was found in pair A, B and C for the
resisted wrist extension, and in pair A and C for the
hand grip (Table 2).
When the mean EMG amplitudes for the hand
grip was normalized to the mean EMG amplitude
for the resisted wrist extension (expressed as %MVE
of resisted wrist extension) for each participant in all
four electrode pairs, a value greater than 100% was
found for three subjects, two of the subjects in pair B
and D and one in pair C and D (Fig. 4).

3. Results

The pinch grip gave 60–68 %MVE when normalized to the resisted wrist extension, and 74–100
%MVE when normalized to the hand grip. For the
maximal wrist extension, 58–80 %MVE was registered when normalized to the resisted wrist extension,
and 67–121 %MVE when normalized to the hand
grip (Fig. 4).

3.1. Maximal voluntary contractions
The highest group mean EMG amplitudes were, for
all electrode pairs found for the resisted wrist extension (Table 2, Fig. 3). These values were 1.2–1.7 times
higher than those obtained with the hand grip. The
reproducibility in the resisted wrist extension over the
three occasions, in terms of the group mean CV, was
14–15% for electrode pairs A, B and C, and 22–28%
for the hand grip. For pair D, the corresponding values were 21% and 28%, respectively. The group mean
CVs for force were 5% for the resisted wrist exten-

3.2. Maximal activations

3.3. Electrode positioning
The group mean EMG amplitudes for the two
MVCs varied considerably with the electrode positioning (Table 2, Fig. 3). The lowest values were
observed with electrode pair C (the pair used in our

Table 2
Group mean EMG amplitude (EMGamp ) from three separate occasions and group mean across these. Group mean CV (CV) and the ratio
between the mean and CV (EMGamp /CV) for the maximal EMG amplitudes for two different contractions (MVCs) obtained using four
different pairs of electrodes in twelve subjects. Statistically significant differences in EMG amplitudes between MVCs, and intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICC), calculated by linear mixed regression models
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Fig. 3. Mean EMG amplitude versus CV for two types of contraction. The EMG amplitude was measured on three separate occasions
using four pairs of electrodes in twelve subjects ( and
= the resisted wrist extension, and
= the hand grip). The horizontal lines
represent the group mean EMG amplitude and the vertical lines the group mean CV for each type of MVC. The slopes of the lines through
the origin represent the ratio between the group mean EMG amplitude and group mean CV for the twelve participants.

work place recordings) for the resisted wrist extension
(Table 2), the pinch grip and the maximal wrist extension (data not shown), while the hand grip showed the
lowest amplitudes for pair A (Table 2). The highest
group mean EMG amplitudes were seen for pair D
for the resisted wrist extension, the hand grip and
the pinch grip, and for pair B for the maximal wrist
extension. The highest group EMGamp /CV ratio was
seen for pair A for the resisted wrist extension and
for pair D for the hand grip.
The electrode positions for participants number
7 and 8 varied >20 mm between sessions, i.e. the
electrode pair positions were interchanged (Fig. 5).
These participants also showed high CVs between
sessions.

3.4. Motor point
The median distance from the epicondylus lateralis humeri to the motor point was 63 mm (range
50–73 mm), approximately ¼ (range 22–27%) of the
distance between the epicondylus lateralis humeri
and the processus styloideus radii. This was very
close to electrode 2, the one used in pairs A and B
(Fig. 5).

4. Discussion
In this comparison of two MVCs, and four electrode positions, the resisted wrist extension gave the
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Fig. 4. Normalized mean EMG amplitudes. The EMG amplitude was measured on three separate occasions for two types of MVC and
two types of maximal activation using four pairs of electrodes in twelve subjects. The mean EMG amplitudes for the hand grip ( and
,
), and the maximal wrist extension ( and ), have been normalized to the mean EMG amplitude for the resisted
the pinch grip ( and
wrist extension ( and
), and are presented as %MVE. The horizontal lines represent the group mean %MVE.

highest group mean EMG amplitude for all electrode
pairs, and the group mean CV was lower for the
resisted wrist extension than for the hand grip for all
electrode pairs. Furthermore, the group EMGamp /CV
ratio was substantially higher for the resisted wrist
extension than for the hand grip for all electrode pairs.
ICC showed no substantial difference between the
two contractions. Concerning electrode positioning,
the highest group EMGamp /CV ratio in the resisted
wrist extension was observed for pair A, the most
proximal position, and in the hand grip for pair D.
The motor point was located approximately ¼ of the
distance between the epicondylus lateralis humeri
and the processus styloideus radii.
4.1. Maximal voluntary contractions
In the present study, 11 of the 12 subjects exhibited
higher EMG amplitudes with the resisted wrist extension than with the hand grip (Fig. 4; electrode pair C).

This differs from the results reported in a previous
study, where both the resisted wrist extension and the
hand grip were performed [23]. In that study, only 6
of the 11 subjects showed the highest EMG activity
with the resisted wrist extension, while the rest of the
participants showed the highest activity with the hand
grip. Recalculation of the original data gave an MVE
group mean of 114% when comparing the hand grip
to the resisted wrist extension. In the present study, the
corresponding value was 77%, which is in accordance
with the results of a recent study by Meyland et al.,
who reported a value of 79% [17], approximately a
factor of 0.8 for these studies. There is no obvious
explanation for the difference between the present
study and that carried out by Åkesson et al. However,
in the study by Åkesson et al. the hand grip was performed with a supported forearm, which was not the
case in the present study or that by Meyland et al.
The results in the current study are in good agreement with the results in a recent study by Ngo and
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Fig. 5. Distances for right forearm. The distance (mm) from the epicondylus lateralis humeri ( ) to the electrodes ( ), to the motor point
( ) and to the processus styloideus radii ( ), measured on three separate occasions in twelve subjects. The digit given for each participant
is the distance between the epicondylus lateralis humeri and the motor point. The ratio of the median distance between the epicondylus
lateralis humeri and the motor point, and the distance between the epicondylus lateralis humeri and the processus styloideus radii is given
in brackets.

Wells [35]. In their study, the ECR muscles also
showed 1.3 times higher EMG amplitudes for the
resisted wrist extension than the amplitudes obtained
with the hand grip. The subjects in Ngo and Wells´
study performed the resisted wrist extension with
the forearm in a mid-pronated (i.e. neutral) position,
while the subjects in the current study performed it
in a pronated forearm position; the results from these
two studies indicate that the forearm position may be
of less importance when performing the MVC with
the resisted wrist extension. For practical reasons, in
workplace recordings, the resisted wrist extension in a
pronated position may be preferred; especially if also
the activity from the trapezius muscles is recorded.
Then, a force transducer anchored to a heavy metal
plate on the floor, can be used for both muscles.
In general, the ratio between EMG amplitude and
CV, was more than twice as high for the resisted wrist
extension as for the hand grip, whereas ICC showed
no substantial differences between the two MVCs.
Altogether, the results of this study show that the
resisted wrist extension may be preferred for normalization of the forearm extensor muscles.

4.2. Electrode positioning
The group mean EMG amplitude varied with
the electrode position. The activity in the extensor
muscles may differ considerably depending on the
distance from the IZ, skin movements, arm position
and the influence of surrounding muscles. Barbero
et al. reported that the IZ could be located, starting
from the epicondylus lateralis humeri, between 17%
and 42% of the length of the forearm [36]. In the
present study, lower amplitudes were obtained for
most subjects with electrode pair C, compared to the
other pairs of electrodes for one of the two MVCs and
for both of the activations studied. It is possible that
these lower amplitudes indicate the location of the
IZ, and in agreement with that reported by Barbero
et al. These facts, in combination with the highest
ratio for the resisted wrist extension being found for
pair A and for the hand grip with pair D, indicate
that our present electrode pair position, pair C, is not
optimal.
The highest EMG amplitudes were seen for pair D
for the resisted wrist extension, the hand grip and the
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pinch grip. However, the reproducibility, in terms of
CV, was low for these MVCs and for the activation.
The reason could be that the electrodes constituting
pair D are placed at the tapered and distal part of the
extensor muscles, and very small changes in electrode
positioning and a shortening of muscle length will
result in higher CVs.
The motor point was located close to electrode 2,
the electrode used in pairs A and B. This location, in
combination with the lower amplitudes in pair C for
one of the two MVCs and both activations, indicates
that the IZ is located distally to the motor point and
should not interfere with the signal given by electrode
pair A. In fact, pair A seems to be located approximately half-way between the IZ and the attachment of
the extensor muscles on the humerus and could therefore be a suitable alternative for electrode positioning.
Variation in electrode positioning may be one factor that influences the CV. We performed a sensitivity
analysis by excluding the occasion with the most
deviating positions for participant numbers 7 and 8,
which reduced the CVs for both participants on average by 7% for the four electrode pairs and the MVCs
and activations.

that are based on EMG measurements from forearm
extensor muscles. This is increasingly important as
technical development make measurements more
feasible also for practitioners [37], and reliable risk
assessments are needed for efficient preventions of
work-related musculoskeletal disorders.
In EMG research, the method of normalization and
use of MVC versus reference contractions has been a
controversial issue for a long time. We have hitherto
considered the hand grip to be as good as the resisted
wrist extension for recording the MVE of the forearm extensors [23]. However, when normalizing to
the hand grip, we sometimes see unexpectedly large
differences in amplitudes between the right and left
forearm extensors, even when the tasks are performed
bimanually. We suspect that this phenomenon occurs
when the subject only activates the flexors in one of
the forearms, but both flexors and extensors in the
other, when performing the hand grip. By using the
resisted wrist extension instead of the hand grip this
problem might be solved.

4.3. Limitations

The best combination of reference contraction and
electrode positioning, in terms of high EMG amplitude, low CV, high group EMGamp /CV ratio and a
good ICC, was found for the resisted wrist extension
with electrode pair A. Hence, the resisted wrist extension may be used as MVC in new EMG studies, both
in laboratory and in work place recordings.
This study also indicates that the motor point is
located approximately ¼ of the distance from the epicondylus lateralis humeri to the processus styloideus
radii, and that the innervation zone does not interfere with the signal recorded from pair A, i.e. the
most proximal electrode positions. A factor of 0.8
can be used, at group level, for comparisons between
forearm extensor muscle recordings using the resisted
wrist extension and the hand grip as MVCs. Further
studies should be performed during actual work in
work place recordings, including different work tasks
with several different arm positions, to evaluate the
effect of the different ways to perform MVC, and the
different electrode positions.

The results presented in this paper are based on
the EMG amplitudes obtained in the laboratory with
well-defined arm postures during specific MVCs and
maximal activations, in contrast to the working situation, where there is a wide range of arm posture and
wrist angles. The relations between the tested electrode positions in this study may therefore be different
under real working tasks. The number of participants
in the study was also small. Despite these limitations,
we believe that the results make an important contribution to the discussion on recording forearm EMG.
4.4. Practical implications
Since the resisted wrist extension showed a substantially higher EMGamp /CV ratio in comparison to
the hand grip, the resisted wrist extension may be used
as MVC in new EMG studies, both in laboratory and
in work place recordings. Although there is not yet
any comparisons performed in work place settings,
it seems as the resisted wrist extension should give
a lower inter- and intra-subject variation in comparison to the hand grip. The present findings should
increase the precision in the measurements, which
would also increase the quality of risk assessments

5. Conclusions
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